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Embrace Change
The Future is Here

• Market drivers
– Healthcare 

consolidation
– Fee for value
– LCD uncertainty
– Technology 

advancements 
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• Industry drivers
– Vertical Integration 

– Outcome Measures

– Patient Advocacy

– Clinical Research

– Leadership strength
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Market Drivers
The Future is Here

• Healthcare consolidation creating new 
business models for services

• Healthcare systems and payors moving to fee 
for value payment plans 

• LCD policy changes causing uncertainty 
effecting commercial payors and patients

• New technology pathways need clinical study 
evidence for reimbursement support
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Industry Drivers
The Future is Here

• Vertical integration within the independent sector is inevitable 
to build leaner delivery models

• Outcomes measurement, data management and reporting 
required to support fee for value model requirements

• Engaged patient advocacy at the point of service necessary 
for patients to secure their devices for timely delivery and 
reimbursement

• Clinical research for new technologies, and next gen devices, 
is required to support reimbursement in the future

• Strong O&P Leadership across the profession to drive 
change and improve value for businesses, clinical equality 
and patient advocacy
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Your Role in Change
The Future is Here

• Be a leader in your company by embracing the headwinds
• Remain active in the current events, news and policy change
• Prepare your business and make necessary changes to get 

lean, focus on outcomes, educate your staff and patients as 
you learn

• Support state/federal initiatives to drive best in class decision 
on healthcare policy reform 

• Don’t accept less than for a device because it is easier – fight 
for your patients and your business on reimbursement

• If you choose not to embrace new technology recommend 
patients to those who do – this continues to raise the bar for 
the industry


